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Shimonoseki Shipyard & Machinery Works 
at the time of their foundation

Kobe Shipyard & Machinery Works 
at the time of their foundation

Banshu Maru
MHI’s first LNG carrier. The Banshu 
Maru was full of state-of-the-art 
technologies, such as the adoption 
of aluminum spherical tanks for the 
carriage of LNG. She is ranked as the 
strong foothold in MHI’s continuous 
building record of gas carriers up to 
now.

Hakone Maru
Japan’s first container ship. The 
standardized cargo containers 
e n a b l e d  s p e e d y  l o a d i n g  a n d 
unloading that led to reduced lay 
days at ports, consequently more 
efficient marine transportation was 
realized. She played a role in the 
high growth rate of the Japanese 
economy by encouraging foreign 
trade.

Crystal Harmony
Japan’s first, full-fledged, large 
a n d  l u x u r y  c r u i s e  s h i p  b u i l t 
a f t e r  t h e  Wo r l d  Wa r  Ⅱ . H i g h 
technologies such as sophisticated 
nav igat ion  sys tem and  no ise-
control led propel ler,  etc.  have 
been extensive ly  incorporated 
in her design in order to offer a 
pleasant voyage. Since her debut, 
the highest rank of “five-star plus” 
has been granted to her by many 
passenger ship rating agencies.

Hakuho Maru
She was built as the first research 
ship of Japan. Various state-of-
the-art technologies, including ice 
strengthened hull, diesel engine 
propuls ion,  hydraul ic  steer ing 
gear and AC power supply, etc., 
were  app l ied  to  the  landmark 
ship. A large number of research 
ships have been built one after 
another  that  have contr ibuted 
to the R&D of marine resources.

The predecessor of 
the Nagasaki Shipyard & 
Machinery Works
T h e  s h i p  r e p a i r  y a r d  w a s 
establ ished under the name of 
the Nagasaki Yotetsusho in 1857. 
It was renamed to the Nagasaki 
Seitetsusho* in 1860 and renamed 
again to the Nagasaki Shipyard & 
Machinery Works in 1984. It has 
been building a large number of 
ships representing the Japanese 
shipbui ld ing industry  for  more 
than 150 years.

In 1857, a ship repair yard was established under the name of 
the Nagasaki Yotetsusho* by the Tokugawa shogunate.
After having been renamed to the Nagasaki Shipyard & Machinery Works by 
Mitsubishi in 1884, family shipyards were also established in Kobe and 
Shimonoseki in 1905 and 1914, respectively.
Since then, MHI has built about 5,300 ships of various kinds to meet 
the needs of the ages, including cargo, passenger and research ships.
Let’s take a look at some of the shining stars that adorn the pages of 
MHI’s more than a century of shipbuilding history.
*  Iron works

Yugao Maru
The first iron steamship built in the 
Nagasaki Shipyard & Machinery 
Works. She was built as a cargo-
passenger ship for the coal mine 
company of Mitsubishi. She was a 
small ship weighing 206 tons with a 
speed of 8 knots, however, she was 
the first ship in Japan equipped 
with a boiler made of mild steel. 
She was in service until 1962 for an 
incredible period of 76 years.

Hitachi Maru
An epoch making large cargo-
passenger ship in the shipbuilding 
history of Japan in terms of size, 
speed and engine power. She could 
stand comparison with the ships 
built in the UK and demonstrated 
the progress of the shipbuilding 
technology in Japan to the world. 
She was later used by the army.

Musashi
Built in total secrecy and with the 
prestige of the Japanese Navy at 
stake, the world’s largest warship 
was also one of its most powerful. 
Her performance was designed 
to compete against rivals being 
superior in number of ships. She 
had the most advanced technology 
of all of the 80 excellent warships 
built by the Nagasaki Shipyard & 
Machinery Works by the end of the 
Pacific War.

Yataro Iwasaki
Born into the Tosa domain and 
joined the shipping business 
when he took over a business 
run by the domaim and 
privatized it as Tsukumo 
Shokai. This was the origin 
of Mitsubishi Group. 
(Image: Mitsubishi Archives)

* Iron works
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Toshinobu Sakamoto
Research Manager
Ship & Ocean Engineering Laboratory
Nagasaki Research & 
Development Center
Technical Headquarters
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After having passed 
all tests, it is delivered 
to the shipowner.
The construction 
period for one ship is 
approximately 
24 months.

Most things concerned with our food, 
clothing and shelter have been shipped across the oceans. 
Ships account for 90% or more of the world’s international cargo traffic.
The history of ships is long, and shipbuilding has seen development from depending 
on much manpower to today’s modern industry, 
but there are still many processes done “by hand” or that require a “practiced eye.”
Of course, ships require performance in areas such as speed and safety, 
and the future will see even more environmental considerations 
added to that list. Some engineers shared their thoughts 
on the technology involved and how these massive ships are built.

Roughly 70% of the resistance against ships 
running at sea is f r ict ion to the water. I f  th is 
frictional resistance can be reduced, ships can run 
faster and fuel efficiency improved. This can lead to 
energy savings, and a reduction in CO2 emissions. 
The “Air Lubrication System” MHI developed is one 
of the epoch making methods that reduces the 
resistance of the water. Air bubbles are released 
to cover the ship’s bottom, and it is anticipated 
to save energy by roughly 10%. Its introduction 
in actual ships is a world f irst*. Two ships are 
currently already in service operation. 

Building fast, safe and 
environmentally conscious ships

Saving energy 
sailing on 
air bubbles!

Outfitting / 
Trial Delivery

Hull work 
(block assembly)

  Christening / 
Launching 
ceremony

【Steps in shipbui lding】

Depending on the various 
objectives and applications, 
size and shape are decided 
while talking with the 
shipowner.

Design / 
Development

Materials 
processing

Steel plates are purchased 
and cut out according to 
design data.The plates can 
be up to 4cm or more thick.

Blocks are carried by crane 
outdoors, where they are 
connected to form the hull. 
Large hulls can be over 
300m long and 40m wide.

The ship is named and 
is set upon the water, and 
a ceremony in celebration 
of its birth is held.

After the launching ceremony, 
it is tied to a pier and the 
equipment installation and 
decoration in the ship’s interior 
completed. It is then taken for a 
trial run to have its performance 
in all areas checked.
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  Toshinobu Sakamoto works at the Nagasaki Research & 
Development Center designing ship hull forms, which can 
have a big impact on a ship’s performance in areas such as 
speed and fuel efficiency.
  The word “ship” can mean anything from a tanker to a ferry, 
so what important points form the basis of a wide variety of 
ships?
  “The main factors for performance in a ship are fuel 
efficiency, roll and maneuverability. Faster, more efficient 
and safer is better for any kind of ship. We are designing 
and  resea rch i ng  eve r y  day,  us i ng  know ledge  and 
technology such as fluid dynamics, in order to improve that 
performance even a little bit.”
  A ship is designed in the following order: first, the kind 
of hull design is determined by what will be carried, and 
at what speed. Then, the designs for a similar ship are 
selected from the Nagasaki Research & Development 
Center’s database of more than 3,000 ships, and undergo 
adjustments and simulations repeatedly. Having found the 
most optimum hull design that way, a 4-7m model is made and 
subjected to final testing in a water tank that is about 300m long. 
After this testing, the design is complete.
  The design technology of the Nagasaki Research & Development 
Center largely contributes the high performance of MHI’s ships. It’s 
not only due to the vast database containing more than 100 years 
of history, it is also because of cross-sector adoption of non-ship 
technologies, for example, utilizing the design system for power-
generation gas turbines in the design system for the propellers 
attached to the ship’s stern.
  “Aside from the hull design, the optimization of various factors, 
such as the ship’s arrangement of equipment, speed and loading, is 
important for building a superior ship. The exchange of data between 
departments is now possible, so it has become easier to design with 
the entire balance of the ship in mind. A tweaking of the elements 
of what may appear to be an identical design can result in a fuel 
efficiency performance improvement of 20-30%.”
  Drawn to shipbuilding because of the appeal of building 
something massive, Sakamoto has a firm grasp on his goals 
for the future. “Good fuel efficiency for a large ship 
means further energy conservation and reductions in 
CO2 emissions. We are always trying for a ‘course-
record’ when making a ship of the same class, which 
means reducing the resistance even lower than the 
ship in the database. This is in order to improve fuel 
efficiency by even just a little. Environmental problems 
are an issue for all mankind to resolve, so we hope to 
contribute through superior ship design.”

Earth-conscious advanced technology

* Using a blower system

(Top) Safety and comfort 
a r e  e x a m i n e d  u s i n g  a 
model of a ship.
(Bottom) Seakeeping and 
maneuvering basin where 
research on hull design is 
conducted.

Hull work 
plate forming process/

welding

Materials are bent, welded 
and made into units called 
“blocks” in a factory.

(                                )
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There are two methods for the plate forming 
process. One involves adding heat.

The other involves adding 
pressure to bend by using 
a press machine (below).
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Creating images with form 
through expertise

Making the shape of  a ship 
by joining one piece of steel at a time

  From a bow that has to fight rough seas to a stern that equips the 
rudders and propellers, the body of a ship includes intricate curves 
and is made by seaming thick steel plates together. The technology 
special to shipbuilding involving the bending of each steel plate 
according to designs is referred to as the “plate forming process.”
  There are two methods in the plate forming process: bending using 
heat and bending using a pressing machine. They both use the 
same principle for bending steel. By beating or adjusting the amount 
of heat applied to steel, one side can be shortened while the other 
side is lengthened. However, the work can’t be left to machines, and 
experience is still king because it is very difficult to estimate how 
much treatment is needed for steel bending.
  According to Toshio Yamamoto, the staff member in charge of the 
plate forming process at the Kobe Shipyard & Machinery Works, 
proceeding the process is important.
 “Plate forming process is the kind of work that can be re-done 
again and again, so we can bend the same shape into final form. 
But the most important skill is how to follow the shortest course.”
  A wooden pattern is used when forming steel plates, and the steel 
is bent according to this. In a simple curve with only one bend, the 
process is simple. However, when a square steel plate is bent into 
the shape of a bowl, for example, there are two ways of doing it: 
bending from the four sides, or bending from the middle. Which 
is better depends on the final shape and the kind of steel plate. 
When we make a more complicated curved surface, more routes 
are considered. To be able to find the best way, you need the ability 
to picture the completed shape firmly in your mind, the techniques 
to bend the steel plate how you want it, and what is essential 
more than anything else is an inquisitive mind that creates many 
possibilities.
 “Because ships are not something that is mass produced, their 
shapes are each different, along with the shapes of the steel plates 
from which they are made. Accordingly, there is not a certain 
methodology process for the plate forming process. All you can do 
is build up experience and develop reliable intuition. However, there 
is the sense of achievement when we can create the ideal form with 
various ideas and steps we choose.”
  Yamamoto was attracted to shipbuilding after seeing a ship for the 
first time at an elementary school excursion.
 “I feel happiness at having been a plate forming 
process man for all 41 years.”
  Now he is involved in passing along the skills he 
has cultivated to the next generation of young 
workers.

  Welding is the work of joining metal plates to one another. 
In shipbui lding, welding can be divided into two stages, Hul l 
Fabrication & Assembling and Hull Construction. Hull Fabrication & 
Assembling Stage takes place inside a factory, where steel plates 
are connected to form blocks with sides around 16m long.  Hull 
Construction Stage involves welding those blocks together at an 
outside workplace called a dock. 
  The materials and techniques are the same, but “the level of difficulty 
involved in the two stages is quite different,” explained Satoshi 
Kojima, who works at the Nagasaki Shipyard & Machinery Works.
 “Welding condit ions are never the same outside – it’s at the 
mercy of the weather. We have to block the rain and the wind. Hull 
Construction Stage also has to deal with the complex structure of 
the ship as it is assembled into its final form, which requires welding 
techniques for a variety of situations, such as welding while facing 
upwards and welding deep and difficult-to-see places. If welders 
don’t move efficiently along the dock, then the work does not 
progress. The welding has to be done by hand, so Hull Construction 
Stage requires substantial skill to also keep quality high.”
  Shipbuilding also requires a smoothly welded f inish. This is 
because a rough welded surface increases resistance in the water, 
and if it is inside on a floor, there is the risk it may damage cargo.
 “It is important to hand down the techniques for welding by hand 
properly. MHI has fantastic teamwork, so the youngsters are very 
good at picking them up.”
  Having worked at the Nagasaki Shipyard & Machinery Works like 
his father before him, and welding since he joined the company, 
Kojima is proud that Hull Construction Stage is one where he can 
really feel the appeal of shipbuilding. 
 “There is a sense of fulfillment welding a hull on the docks, watching it 
take shape as a ship, and knowing that it will end up out on the water. 
I think that’s an attraction only Hull Construction Stage welding has.”

Toshio Yamamoto, Foreman
Steel Fabrication & Assembly Shop 
Shipbuilding & Repair Department 
Kobe Shipyard & Machinery Works

Creating the smooth 
curves o f  the bow 
plays an important 
role in reducing water 
resistance.

Kojima checks the work of a welder.

Tategami Construction 
Department’s No. 1 dock 
during shipbuilding.

Satoshi Kojima, Technical staff
Construction Branch 

Hull Fabrication & Assembly Shop 
Tategami Construction Department

Nagasaki Shipyard & Machinery Works

LNG is attracting attention as a substitute for 
o i l ,  the main fue l  for sh ips. Th is is because 
compared to oil, LNG emits 20-30% less CO2, 
and also because it contains no sulfur, which 
means no ha rmfu l  SOx gases a re  em i t ted. 
Bu t ,  i n  add i t i on  to  requ i r i ng  spe c i a l  ve r y-
low-temperature and pressur ized tanks, the 
technology involved in gas injection to a two-
stroke cycle diesel engine is complex, and as of 
yet it still has not been actively applied.
A new LNG fue led diese l engine is current ly 
under development at MHI and is now nearing 
completion.

Turning clean fuel into energy
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Ships of several hundreds of meters 
are supported with 
one-100th-of-a-millimeter precision
  The construct ion of a ship can be largely div ided into two 
processes: the making of its body, and the installation of its various 
equipment. The latter process is called “outfitting” and applies to the 
installation of all equipment, from the engine to the interior fittings.
  Yuji Sato works at the Shimonoseki Shipyard & Machinery Works 
and is one of the craftsmen who have the job of installation in the 
engine room, which includes the ship’s heart – its engines. He is in 
charge of a process that requires extremely high precision, even for 
outfitting. 
 “Our job is to precisely install and adjust all equipment – the 
engines, the propellers, the shafts that join them, and the rudders, 
power generators, boilers and pumps – and make sure they operate 
smoothly.”
  There are dozens of pieces of equipment to be set up in just 
the engine room alone, but above all, it is the engine that is most 
difficult to install. The engines that move massive ships are massive 
themselves, and can sometimes weigh over 1,500 tons. The 
difficulty lies in the fact that these giant engines have to be installed 
with a unit of precision as fine as one-100th of a millimeter. 
  “We install the engines precisely in accordance with the designs 
we are given. From engine to propeller, dozens of meters must be 
joined together in a straight line. If those settings are off by even 
one-100th of a millimeter, then the core might move slightly, which 
could lead to damage. There can be no compromise.”
  The work Sato is in charge of takes roughly two months. The 
process requires patience, with the installation of the engine alone 
taking one week. 
  After instal lat ion, an environment is created that al lows the 
equipment to operate properly. Repeated adjustments make the 
ship ready for departure to the sea-trial, and after final confirmation 
it is handed over to the shipowner. 
  “It seems hard, but the diff icult stuff is what gets me going, 
because it’s good experience to know why things are the way they 
are,” said Sato, with a sparkle in his eye.

Yuji Sato  
Machinery Engineer

Outfitting Section 
Shipbuilding & Repair Department

Shimonoseki Shipyard & 
Machinery Works

A ship with its body welding complete slides 
splendidly into the water. This launching 
ceremony is followed by outfitting.

After joining MHI in 1984, he has been 
ful ly involved in prel iminary design for 
merchant  sh ips .  Cur ren t l y,  h i s  ma in 
occupation is coordinating new business 
n e g o t i a t i o n s  a n d  n e w  t e c h n o l o g y 
development. Ships are highly energy-
eff ic ient  means of  t ransportat ion,  so 
h e  i s  s e e k i n g  t o  c o n t r i b u t e  t o  t h e 
future of mankind through developing 
n e w  t e c h n o l o g i e s  c o n c e r n i n g  t h e 
environmental issues surrounding ships.

Environmentally conscious ships not 
only need to reduce fuel consumption, 
they also require technology to protect natural 
ecosystems. One such technology is the ballast 
water treatment system. Ballast water is sea water 
taken into the ballast tank of the ship to maintain 
suitable draft, trim and stability. When this ballast 
water is just taken in as-is, local organisms such 
as fish, crustaceans, plankton, fungi, and viruses 
are also included. Such foreign organisms are 
re leased in a di f ferent areas could ef fect the 
ecosystem of that area of the sea. MHI has 
developed a high-performance treatment system 
to prevent that kind of effect.

Measures for 
protecting ocean 
ecosystems

Eco-ships that contribute to the prevention of 
global warming by suppressing fuel consumption 
and reducing CO2 emissions will meet increasing 
demand in  the  fu tu re .  The  MALS-14000CS 
i s  at t ract ing at tent ion as one of  the wor ld’s 
largest container ships along with its abundance 
of advanced technology. Apart f rom the “Air 
Lubrication System” as standard, innovations at the 
design level have been incorporated everywhere, 
including newly developed hull form and space 
design allowing for loading more containers. As 
a result, it has succeeded in a 35% reduction of 
CO2 emission as a total ship, which is one of the 
highest levels of environment focused design.

CO2 emission 
reductions of 35%!
Advanced eco-ships

Naoki Ueda  
Manager, Naval Architect

Development & Initial Designing Section 
Ship & Ocean Engineering Department

Shipbuilding & Ocean Development 
Headquarters

A workp lace  scene  i n  the  eng ine 
room,  wh ich  houses  eng ines  and 
shafts, power generators, boilers, etc.


